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Inspecting the NHS

Three separate bodies lookingfor a central policy

Inspection is an "ambiguous and slippery notion" encompass-
ing a mix ofmethods and styles, according to Patricia Day and
Rudolf Klein of the Centre for the Analysis of Social Policy
at the University of Bath.' In their recent lucid report
they compare the development and function of the three
inspectorates, the Health Advisory Service, the Audit Com-
mission, and the Social Services Inspectorate. They have used
published reports and case studies of 10 local authorities visited
by the three during 1987-9. Despite the fact that the same
services-those for elderly people-were inspected in each
local authority area, Professor Klein and Ms Day show that
each inspectorate works in isolation, as if the others did not
exist.
The Audit Commission, with its goals of economy,

efficiency, and effectiveness, had the greatest impact on the
local authorities studied. This may have been because the
study was performed at a time when financial stringency made
local authorities particularly interested in financial advice, but
another reason for the respect it received may have been its
independence from the government. The commission was set
up in 1983 and now has over 700 staff. It enforces the law (for
example, by taking defaulters to court) but has no obligation
to enforce current government policy. Indeed, the commis-
sion often criticises central policy and has been praised for its
increasingly consultative style and its professionalism in
producing slick reports containing hardhitting practical
advice-qualities described as "managerial evangelism" by
Klein and Day. Thus the extension of its remit to the NHS
seems generally welcome. It has already begun to look at day
case surgery, pathology services, and estate management in
selected health authorities and will advise every authority of
its findings later this year.
The Social Services Inspectorate, in direct contrast to the

Audit Commission, ensures that government policy is imple-
mented correctly by local authorities. Created in 1985 as part
of the Department of Health, it comprises social workers and,
increasingly, people with research and administration back-
grounds. Klein and Day found that the inspectorate worked
in a similar way to the Audit Commission (although it paid
more attention to daily details of care such as living conditions
in part III homes) but was less effective in the local authorities
studied.
Now that responsibility for community care is to be handed

to local government the Social Services Inspectorate will be
checking on more services that are closely linked to the NHS.
But its lack ofclout may mean that community care will not be
monitored as effectively as many in the NHS would like. And

those who hope that the Audit Commission will keep a firm
hold on the new NHS, particularly the self governing trusts,
may also be disappointed. Despite the commission's impres-
sive reputation for baring its teeth in local authorities and
sometimes criticising the government the NHS and Com-
munity Care Bill specifically prevents it from questioning
health policy.2

Lastly, and supporting the idea that it is being marginal-
ised, Klein and Day found the Health Advisory Service to be
the least influential inspectorate in the local authorities
studied. It has a much narrower remit than the others-
looking only at services for mentally ill and elderly people
-and its visiting teams comprise NHS consultants and
managers from health service administration, nursing, and
occupational therapy (and sometimes from other professions
such as clinical psychology). A representative of the Social
Services Inspectorate is also included. As Drs Denham and
Lubel point out on p 1637 the Health Advisory Service offers
peer review and draws attention to the details that really
matter to patients and residents: an elderly patient, for
instance, should not have to sit on a commode in front of the
whole ward or spend all day in nightclothes so that he or
she would at least be spotted when wandering from an
understaffed ward. But, disappointingly, Denham and Lubel
show that the service's visits to hospitals are not particularly
effective.
One solution to the problems ofinspecting health and social

services might be the creation of a new independent body
along the same lines as Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Schools,
but Lord Young of Dartington's proposal to that effect was
voted out by the House of Lords.3 And, though Klein and
Day conclude that the government must make an explicit
policy on inspectorates, they do not call for abolition of any of
the three that already exist because each has certain virtues.
Instead they suggest that clearer remits, joint visits, and
coordinated recommendations could improve the inspection
process and in turn ensure that patients and social services
clients get the best deal available. It would also protect
overworked doctors, nurses, social workers, and others from
inspectorial overload.
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